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Project: Infiniti’s Limited Engagement Summer Event



The idea of these commercials (two :30 spots) is to take existing running
footage combined with new car footage and a group shot and create an
animated summer world that emotionally connects with viewers. People  
should be surprised and entertained after seeing these commercials.
 
The basic outline of the spots goes something like this:
 
First, we show various driving shots of a couple different models. In the
middle of the spot, we focus on driving shots of a particular model (one
commercial will feature the FX and the other will feature either the G35
Sedan or new M). And finally, we end up on a group shot of four or five
different models (G35 Sedan, G35 Coupe, QX56, FX and M). (See Infiniti’s
Winter Event spot “Snowflakes” for approximate timings.)
 
Of course, that’s just the skeleton of the commercials. It’s how we tell the
stories that will make these spots “the most talked about commercials on  
the air.” While the Winter Event spots captured the magic of the holidays,  
the Summer Event spots need to have a sense of energy and embody the  
essence of summer in an artful way. Think “vibrant” not “playful.” Think  
“high-art” not “cartoon.” We need to stay clear of surfers and palm trees  
and beach balls and traditional summer clichés that might feel too  
Nissan-y. Remember, Infiniti is a premium, progressive luxury brand.
 
We are looking for the new, the different and the hypnotic.  
And that’s why we’re talking to you.



Dynamic Adeyaka
Vibrant Elegant Awe-inspiring    Brilliant Natural perfection      Modern manifestation of Japan

coquetry, mystique, modern, graceful.

noble, mysterious, luster in modern space, graceful, powerful

dynamic, modern, nobility, grace, sensuality

modern interpretation of traditional Japan

strength

power, movement, graceful

modern, luxury

movement, vibrancy, intrigue, color

dynamic, vibrant, moving color, strength, modern, intrigue

brilliant and bold color, movement

movement, modern, color, graceful, intrigue

strength, mystery, intrigue in an optimistic way, amorphic

modern interpretation of luxury, sensuality, mystery, intrigue

modern interpretation of traditional Japan color, movement, modern, optimistic

strength and power, grace, movement through clean lines, dynamic

inviting colormodern interpretation, dynamic, innovative, graceful.

Asian sensibility, organic form

WHAT IS ADEYAKA?
Adeyaka is a representation of Infiniti’s visual design language.  
The images are used primarily to inspire Infiniti designers as they 
develop new concepts — we use them for tone in our advertising.  
The images are not to be taken literally. 

Vibrancy, Modernity, Progressive, Design thinking.  
Not old luxury, future luxury.
 
Rob Schwartz (ECD) defines it as “Not Zen.”



Prada, Helmut Lang, Jil Sander, Yves St. Laurent, A.P.C., Colette paris

Museum of Modern Art, Dia center for the Arts, Guggenheim, Tate Modern,  
British National Portrait Gallery, the Whitney Biennial,

Arena, Id, Self Service, V Magazine, French Vogue, Index, Granta,  
The New Yorker, the Guardian, the Economist

IFC, Sundance, the Cannes film festival, Showstudio.com,

David Bowie’s Hunky Dory & Low, the Kinks, Brian Eno, The Kings of Convenience,  
The Bees, Tom Waits, Nick Drake, Café del Mar, LCD soundsystem, K7 records,  
Roxy Music, the Velvet Underground, W.I.T, The Rapture, Broadcast

Godard, Antonioni, Kubrick, Truffaut, Fellini, Kurosawa, Tati, Bergman, Buñuel

Steve McQueen, Toshiro Mifune, Clint Eastwood, Jean Paul Belmondo, Tony Leung,  
Marcello Mastroianni, Paul Newman, 

Julie Christie, Anna Karina, Jean Seberg, Monica Vitti, Maggie Cheung,  
Grace Kelly, Jeanne Moreau

Soho/Meat Packing District/Dumbo NY, Notting Hill/Chelsea/Shoreditch London,  
Wicker Park Chicago, Venice/Silverlake/Santa Monica California, 

Zaha Hadid, Jean Nouvel, Rem Koolhaus, Paul Rudolph

Bill Viola, Dan Flavin, Gerhard Richter, Phillip Lorca-di-Corcia, Peter Saville,  
Thomas Struth, Cy Twombly

Nick Knight, Craig McDean, Helmut Newton, 
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